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Employee Benefits at Delivery Hero

“A healthy Work-Sport-Balance is key for Delivery Hero”

Delivery Hero strives to be the global market leader in food ordering and delivery, using the 
latest technology and logistics. The start-up from Berlin is recording seemingly unstoppable 
growth and expects sales of between 1.1 and 1.2 billion euros for 2019 as a whole.

About Delivery Hero

Company: Delivery Hero SE
Industry: Online Services, Food Delivery
Service: Wellness Massage
Headquarter: Berlin

Employees local: 2,000
Employees worldwide: 21,000
Goal: Modern measures for an innovative workplace
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Our partner at Delivery Hero

As Global Compensation & Benefits Leader, Kamran Kareem is  

responsible for all compensation processes in more than 40  
markets in America, APAC, Europe and the MENA regions.
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Employee Benefits at Delivery Hero

Company Information

Founded in 2011, the company employs around 2,000 people from over 80 nations at its Ber-
lin headquarters. Delivery Hero also positions itself as an attractive employer by interpreting 
workplace health promotion in a modern way and providing free massages as a popular benefit 
for its employees.

| In October 2019, 99.1% of the appointments were booked.

The company can not only look forward to a high level of satisfaction, but also to an almost per-
fect acceptance rate. In October, the Berlin headquarters was able to shine with an occupancy 
rate of 99.1% of all appointments.

Modern benefits for an aspiring company

Delivery Hero is a young and aspiring company, which has already attached great importance 
to the satisfaction of its employees before the cooperation with Wellnow. Delivery Hero sees 
the task in the company that its employees are doing well. As part of a BGM concept, Business 
Yoga was already offered to employees in 2017. Regular employee surveys showed that the 
demand for massages within the company is high.

“ Only if you are motivated and balanced can you work well and perform well. 
Everyone has to go to work, has to earn money and so work is part of life and health 
part of work”. Juliane Wegner, Health & Benefits Specialist

Do you also want to introduce massages at the workplace like Delivery Hero? Request your 

free trial day!
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Employee Benefits at Delivery Hero

Requirements for a corporate health provider

For Delivery Hero it was especially important that the employees were in good hands and that 
the administrative effort was as low as possible. Delivery Hero found Wellnow during a search 
and decided in favor of Wellnow based on the online booking system.

This enables employees to easily enter an appointment online and then link the appointment 
to the individual calendar. The internal responsible persons are relieved of most of the effort 
because bookings and cancellations can be carried out independently by each employee.

Mastering challenges with Wellnow

In order to fulfill the employees’ wish for a high-quality massage service at the workplace, Well-
now designed a concept for two locations in Berlin. Since 2018, there have been 20-minute 
massages directly in the company, the overall time frame of which has been individually and 
flexibly adapted to the respective locations.

Since then, the quality and the price-performance ratio of Delivery Hero have been convincing. 
In addition to business yoga and Wellnow massages, Delivery Hero today offers its employees 
company sports events, discounted fitness member sheep, and a partnership with a provider 
for fitness flat rates.

“ The atmosphere is great, massage was professional and very pleasant. I would 
highly recommend it.

“ I am always very relaxed afterward and have the feeling that EVERYONE here 
in the office would benefit from this service.

Reviews of Massage at Delivery Hero
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Contact us for a free trial day

Do you also want to introduce massages, yoga or fitness at the workplace like Delivery Hero?

Your contact: Enno Kuntze

Dedicates himself with passion to the topics of health and satisfac-
tion in companies. He is managing director and founder of Wellnow, 
a service platform for modern BGM solutions. Wellnow helps com-
panies to establish target-group-oriented offers such as massage at 
the workplace, business yoga and back fitness directly at the work-
place.

Request trial day

Introduce corporate health benefits services, your employees love!

Wellnow helps companies throughout Germany to establish targeted group-oriented offers 
such as massage, active break, yoga, mindfulness and back fitness directly at the workplace. 
Delivery Hero, STRABAG, Ernst & Young and 500 other companies trust Wellnow and the 950 
certified health coaches throughout Germany.

With Smart Corporate Health from Wellnow you invest in healthy and happy teams!

Active Break Business Yoga Mindfulness


